For ﬁnancial advisers only

Oracle Spotlight

GENUINELY
ORIGINAL.
WHY ACCEPT
IMITATIONS?
Balancing a client’s aspirations against
their risk proﬁle is rarely simple, so
choosing the right investments can be
complex. That’s why Oracle offers a
broad range of carefully selected funds
that span multiple asset classes, sectors
and geographical regions.
To make things clear...
We offer a wide fund range
Your clients have over 120 direct funds
to choose from (210+ when you factor
in alternative currency variants), from
lower risk money market funds to
higher risk specialist equity funds.
We don’t apply any initial fund charges
With our institutional buying power, your
clients will beneﬁt from zero charges
when purchasing funds within the Oracle
range. This extends further to any future
switching and portfolio rebalancing.

We don’t charge for switching
There are no charges for changing
funds. We don’t penalise clients for
making the essential changes they need
in order to meet their ﬁnancial goals.
We don’t offer mirror funds
Unlike some of our competitors, we
make all of our charges transparent
through the product (not funds).
This means a manager’s quoted
performance for their fund is exactly
the fund performance your client can
expect within their Oracle policy.
We don’t charge custodian or
dealing fees
Unlike more sophisticated
open-architecture off shore products
there are no custodian or dealing fees
to worry about with Oracle.

When choosing funds through Oracle your
clients are getting the ‘real thing’. A fund range
that keeps it real – to make a real difference.
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In short...
When choosing funds through Oracle
your clients are getting the ‘real thing’.
A fund range that keeps it real – to
make a real difference.
Important notes
For ﬁnancial advisers only. Not to be
distributed to, nor relied on by, retail
clients.
For further information, please read the
Oracle Investment Guide, available to
download from www.rl360adviser.com.

